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Abstract: This work aimed at testing the capability of the numerical model SWASH to be imple-
mented in the prototype of the overtopping and flooding forecast system HIDRALERTA for Ericeira
harbour. In contrast to the neural network NN_OVERTOPPING2, which is currently implemented
in HIDRALERTA, SWASH is able to estimate the flood extension and wave propagation along the
domain, which makes it a possible improvement to NN_OVERTOPPING2. The one-dimensional
version of the SWASH model was implemented to simulate overtopping at two different profiles
(antifer and tetrapods) and calibrated for three storms in 2019 by comparing the simulated overtop-
ping discharge to NN_OVERTOPPING2 results. For the calibration, the Manning coefficient was
used to represent the friction of the armour layer. Then, for operational purposes, four expressions to
calculate the Manning coefficient were developed based on: the relative crest freeboard, the wave
steepness, the incident wave angle and the type of armour layer. The expressions showed small errors
between the calculated and calibrated Manning coefficients and highlighted the importance of the
incident wave angle to obtain an accurate calibration. Despite an underestimation of the overtopping
discharge in some cases, the SWASH model was found to provide overall good results when applied
with calculated Manning coefficients and suitable to be implemented in HIDRALERTA.

Keywords: wave overtopping; early warning system; SWASH; Manning coefficient; HIDRALERTA;
To-SEAlert

1. Introduction

Adverse sea conditions can result in wave-induced overtopping and flooding, having
a negative impact on society, the environment and economy [1,2]. In many regions, coastal
communities and socio-economic activities rely on the capability of coastal structures to
minimise the consequences of wave-induced flooding. Yet, these structures are rarely
designed for zero overtopping discharges [3]. To reduce the risks caused by these hazards,
forecast and early warning systems (EWSs) have been identified as an important tool to
detect emergency situations and to initiate the necessary safety measures [4]. While the
United Nations calls to strengthen these prediction systems, they are still in their infancy.
In Europe, only some efforts have been made to implement EWSs (e.g., [5,6]) and in many
countries such as Portugal, highly exposed to coastal hazards, no fully operational national
flood forecast and early warning system exists yet.

The HIDRALERTA system [7–11] aims to contribute to filling this gap. HIDRALERTA
is a wave overtopping and flooding forecast system with early warning and risk assessment
capabilities. It runs in real-time mode and enables the identification of emergency situations
in coastal and harbour areas with 72 h of anticipation. The system uses a neuronal network
system, NN_OVERTOPPING2 [12], to compute mean overtopping discharge q at several
cross-sections of the structure in harbour areas. NN_OVERTOPPING2 uses as input
conditions the results of the numerical wave propagation model DREAMS [13] and tide
levels from the XTIDE model [14]. Warnings are triggered when pre-set thresholds for q are
exceeded and forecasts are sent daily to decision-makers [2,7,8].
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While wave overtopping has been traditionally estimated through physical modelling
or with (semi-) empirical formulas (e.g., [15,16]), advances in computer hardware and
numerical methods in recent years have made it possible to use numerical models to obtain
accurate estimations of physical processes such as wave propagation and transformation in
shallow areas and overtopping over the defense structures [17].

A recent approach to model wave overtopping is based on the dispersive NLSW
(Non Linear Shallow Water) equations, which include a non-hydrostatic pressure term,
as well as a resolution of the vertical flow and its structure. The SWASH model (an
acronym for Simulating WAves till SHore) [18] numerically simulates non-hydrostatic,
free-surface, rotational flows in one or two horizontal dimensions. As the governing
equations rely on the NLSW equations and include non-hydrostatic pressure, they can
describe complex and rapidly changing flows in detailed topo-bathymetries that are often
found in coastal flooding events. Previous studies have demonstrated the good skills of
the model in simulating wave propagation in shallow conditions and wave overtopping
discharge [17,19–23].

This study was developed within the frame of the To-SEAlert project, which aims
at increasing the reliability and accuracy of HIDRALERTA. The main objective of this
study was to investigate the suitability of the numerical model SWASH to be integrated
into the HIDRALERTA system for the Ericeira harbour. The SWASH model is considered
a robust process-based model with high accuracy of simulating wave propagation in
shallow water [16]. Given that any point in the numerical domain can be specified in the
output of the SWASH model, it is possible to estimate the inland incursion of overtopping
discharges or, in the case of two-dimensional models, the flooded area, as well as the wave
propagation along the domain, which the neural network tool NN_OVERTOPPING2, the
current approach implemented in HIDRALERTA, is not capable of. In order to achieve
this objective, a one-dimensional model was implemented for two profiles of Ericeira
breakwater, where the model was applied to simulate overtopping during storm conditions.
Its results for mean overtopping discharge were compared to NN_OVERTOPPING2. The
main efforts were devoted to calibrating the model by varying the Manning coefficient that
represents the friction of the armour layer of the breakwater and to get the best agreement
with the overtopping estimations obtained from NN_OVERTOPPING2. For predictive
purposes, expressions for the determination of the Manning coefficient were derived,
allowing to simulate wave-induced flooding during storms for a given type of armour
layer. These expressions are of capital importance for the successful implementation of
a numerical model into a real-time forecast system, since its parameterisation has to be
previously and seamlessly defined based on some oceanic and site-specific conditions of
the case.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site

Ericeira harbour is located on the west coast of Portugal. It is sheltered by a 430 m long
breakwater, oriented to the south-west, with a quay in the rear side. For the simulation
of wave overtopping, two profiles were chosen. Profile-A has an armour layer of antifer
cubes and is located at the head of the breakwater. It has an orientation of 262◦ N. Profile-
T consists of tetrapods and is in the vicinity of the quay of the breakwater and has an
orientation of 309◦ N (Figure 1).

The two profiles differ in their slope angle, their crest freeboard Rc and armour
freeboard Ac and in the width of the crest Gc (Table 1).

Table 1. Structure characteristics of the breakwater profiles referred to the Portuguese hydrographic
zero (ZH).

Slope Rc (m) Ac (m) Gc (m)

Profile-A 1:2.0 9.03 10.85 5.79
Profile-T 1:1.5 8.98 10.20 5.28
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Figure 1. Location of Ericeira harbour and the breakwater profiles.

The simulations were performed for three consecutive storms that hit the study area
between the 15th and 23rd of December 2019 (Figure 2). The first storm occurred between
the 15th and 17th and remained unnamed, with wave directions between 280◦ and 300◦ N,
a maximum peak period Tp of 16.7 s and a maximum significant wave height Hs of 5.57 m.
The Elsa storm occurred from 19th to 21st of December and had wave directions between
260◦ and 280◦ N, maximum Tp of 13.6 s and maximum Hs of 7.93 m. The Fabien storm hit
the study area between 22nd and 23rd of December and had wave directions between 257◦

and 290◦ N, maximum Tp of 16.7 s and maximum Hs of 7.14 m.
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Figure 2. Time series of the simulated storms of Profile-A and Profile-T (from left to right). The boxes
indicate the first storm (unnamed), the Elsa storm and the Fabien storm. SWL indicates the Still Water
Level, q is the mean overtopping discharge and β (◦) is the angle of wave attack, which is the angle
between the incident wave direction and the perpendicular to the profile.

The oceanic offshore conditions (waves, wind and surge) during these storms were
obtained from ERA-5 hindcast data downloaded from the Copernicus Climate Change Ser-
vice (C3S) Climate Data Store [24]. This information was then introduced in the numerical
framework developed for HIDRALERTA. This framework uses the XTIDE model [14] for
the astronomical tide data, and the models SWAN [25] and DREAMS [13] to propagate the
wave conditions from offshore to the vicinity of the structure. To force the SWASH models,
water levels and wave regimes were extracted at the points located at the offshore boundary
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of the simulated profiles (341 m distance of the breakwater with a depth of 14.47 m below
the Portuguese hydrographic zero, ZH, for Profile-A and 335 m distance of the breakwater
with a depth of 9.5 m ZH for Profile-T). In addition, to compare with the performance
of the actual HIDRALERTA system, oceanic conditions were extracted at the toe of the
structure and used on NN_OVERTOPPING2 to compute the overtopping discharge. The
overtopping discharges were calculated with a 1-h time step.

2.2. SWASH Model Setup

Simulations were performed in a one-dimensional mode for a computational period
corresponding to 500 waves, with an additional spin-up period of 15% of the computational
period. While the SWASH user manual recommends between 500 and 1000 waves for
a steady-state resolution, the minimum was applied for a low computational cost. An
initial timestep of 0.008 s and an automatic time step control was applied with a maximum
Courant number of 0.5 and a minimum Courant number of 0.1. The number of vertical
layers used for the simulations was determined by the maximum frequency of each case,
which resulted in one vertical layer for all simulations. Considering that the SWASH user
manual sets the default Manning friction coefficient to 0.019 s/(m1/3) for wave simulations
over large distances, a minimum value of 0.02 s/(m1/3) was imposed for the calibration of
the model for the armour layers of the breakwater, as the tetrapods and antifer cubes likely
cause higher friction than found in the approximation area.

Profile-A had a domain length of 392 m, where 341 m corresponded to the approxima-
tion area and 51 m to the breakwater. The length of the numerical domain was 419 m for
profile-T, where 334.5 m corresponded to the approximation area, 48 m to the breakwater
and 36.5 m to the lee side of the structure (Figure 3). The length of the SWASH computa-
tional domains was a consequence of the depth needed to comply with the model requisites
at the offshore boundary in terms of the relation between water depth and significant wave
height and between water depth and mean wave period. The bathymetry was constructed
with data acquired from EMODnet (150 m grid spacing) and DGTerritorio (LiDAR survey
of 2011, 2 m spacing). The profiles had a constant grid spacing of 0.5 m. Mean overtopping
discharge, q, was defined at the red markers in Figure 3 by simulating the instantaneous
overtopping discharge at each time step using the DISCH command in SWASH. In order to
obtain the mean overtopping discharge, the sum of discharges was divided by the compu-
tational time (or the amount of instantaneous discharges that was received in the output).
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At the offshore boundary, a Jonswap wave spectrum defined the shape of the irregular
waves, with a peak enhancement parameter γ = 3.3, and a weakly-reflective boundary
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was imposed. A Sommerfeld radiation boundary condition was applied at the end of the
domain to prevent the reflection of outgoing waves that could give rise to instabilities
within the numerical domain. The boundary conditions were chosen based on several
existing overtopping studies [17,20]. For the non-hydrostatic pressure term, a Keller Box
scheme with ILU preconditioner was used to increase the stability of the model.

2.3. Model Calibration

A possible approach to simulate wave overtopping over a breakwater is to define the
breakwater in terms of the porosity of its material. However, previous studies showed
that the use of a porosity term may lead to wave dissipation without wave run-up and
overtopping [26,27]. Alternatively, a permeable breakwater can be treated as impermeable
terrain using a bottom friction coefficient, which represents the effect of comprehensive
energy dissipation as a consequence of roughness [26]. So, in this study, the friction and
rugosity of the breakwater was included in the form of a Manning coefficient, which is also a
simpler approach to implement in operational systems like HIDRALERTA. As the literature
does not provide a friction value or a Manning coefficient for tetrapods or antifer cubes,
the model was calibrated by varying Manning values in order to obtain discharges similar
to the ones estimated by HIDRALERTA by using the NN-OVERTOPPING2 tool. This way,
the effect of porosity was accounted for in the calibration of the Manning coefficient. The
neural network NN_OVERTOPPING2 was developed as part of the CLASH European
project and based on a large database of physical model tests for a wide range of coastal
structure types. Therefore, the mean overtopping discharge of the antifer and tetrapod
armoured breakwater for the calibration was provided by the NN_OVERTOPPING2 neural
network. NN_OVERTOPPING2 uses a roughness and permeability coefficient, provided
in [28], depending on the type of armour layer.

Following the results of [21], who found a correlation of the friction coefficient with
the wave steepness Sop (wave height H/wavelength λ) and the relative crest freeboard
Rc/Hs, the cases were chosen to account for a wide range of Sop and Rc/Hs conditions,
where the crest freeboard Rc defines the height of the superstructure relative to SWL. Given
that it is not possible to account for wave direction in one-dimensional simulations and
that NN_OVERTOPPING2, in contrast, does account for wave direction in overtopping
estimations, the cases were also sorted according to their incident wave angles β above and
below 15◦. The main reason for this is that oblique wave attack reduces the overtopping
discharge estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 and that SWASH can replicate this in the
form of a higher Manning friction coefficient, resulting in lower discharges. The threshold
of 15◦ was chosen based on the studies of [29], who found that there is no significant
difference in overtopping for wave attack over an armoured breakwater between 0 and 15◦.

Twenty-four simulations were performed for profile-T, which included sea states from
the three different storms, where β varied between 18◦ and 49◦. The values for wave
steepness ranged from 0.02 to 0.05 and for dimensionless crest freeboards between 1.0 and
1.9. Profile-A was almost aligned with the dominant wave direction that occurred during
the Elsa storm (β lower than 15◦, representing normal wave attack). Twelve cases were
simulated from this storm with incident wave angles below 15◦, wave steepness values
ranging from 0.02 to 0.05 and dimensionless crest freeboards between 1.1 and 2.1.

2.4. Manning Coefficient Expression Development and Validation

Following the study from [21], the relation of both wave steepness and relative crest
freeboard with overtopping discharges and the Manning coefficients obtained in the cal-
ibration process (ncalibrated) were investigated. Then, for predictive purposes, empirical
equations to obtain ncalculated as a function of the hydrodynamic conditions and the geometry
of the structure were developed. To develop these equations, the Matlab CFtool was utilised
to find the best fitting using least square regression. To evaluate the accuracy of the em-
pirical equations, discharges computed with ncalibrated were confronted with the discharges
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computed with ncalculated along with the discharges provided by NN_OVERTOPPING2 by
using the Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE).

For Profile-A, based on the chosen cases (Table 2), one equation was developed:

• Equation (1)—defining nA as a function of Rc/Hs and Sop, where nA is the Manning
coefficient of an armour layer of antifer cubes. This equation does not account for
wave obliquity and can only be applied under normal wave attack conditions, i.e.,
incident angles lower than 15◦.

Table 2. Cases chosen for SWASH simulations for profile-A with wave characteristics from the
Elsa storm.

Case No Date and Time Rc/Hs Sop Hs (m) Tp (s) SWL (m) Incident Wave
Angle β (◦)

1 19 December 2019, 18:00 1.10 0.05 6.03 12.33 2.39 2.00
2 20 December 2019, 01:00 1.10 0.04 6.19 13.64 1.97 5.00
3 20 December 2019, 03:00 1.20 0.04 6.07 13.64 1.68 5.00
4 20 December 2019, 07:00 1.20 0.03 5.20 13.64 2.70 8.00
5 19 December 2019, 15:00 1.30 0.05 5.90 12.33 1.55 2.00
6 19 December 2019, 10:00 1.30 0.04 4.68 12.33 2.77 3.00
7 19 December 2019, 11:00 1.40 0.04 4.85 12.33 2.39 0.40
8 21 December 2019, 08:00 1.40 0.03 4.46 12.33 2.59 4.00
9 18 December 2019, 22:00 1.50 0.04 4.45 11.14 2.45 4.00
10 19 December 2019, 06:00 1.50 0.03 4.15 12.33 2.76 3.00
11 19 December 2019, 00:00 1.80 0.04 4.03 11.14 1.80 2.00
12 19 December 2019, 02:00 1.80 0.03 4.10 12.33 1.58 1.00
13 18 December 2019, 10:00 2.10 0.03 3.28 12.33 2.28 1.00
14 18 December 2019, 05:00 2.10 0.02 2.95 13.64 2.79 11.00

For Profile-T, firstly, the 24 simulations for the time period between the 15th and
23rd of December 2019 were considered. Secondly, given that the SWASH model does
not take wave direction into account for one-dimensional simulations, the importance of
the wave angles β was investigated as well. The 24 simulations were separated into two
incident wave climates. Wave climate 1 was characterised by lower wave steepness and β
between 15◦ and 30◦. Wave climate 2 showed higher values for wave steepness and waves
approached the structure with β between 30◦ and 50◦ (Table 3). This way, it was possible
to investigate whether or not the performance of the expression to define the Manning
coefficient depends on the specific wave conditions that were used to build the expression.
Thus, for Profile-T, three equations for the calculation of the Manning coefficient were
developed for different ranges of wave attack angles:

• Equation (2)—defining nT,oblique as a function of Rc/Hs and cos(β), where nT,oblique is the
Manning coefficient for a tetrapod armour layer. This equation accounts for obliquity
and is only applicable to oblique wave attack with incident angles greater than 15◦.
For that, the 24 cases were considered.

• As an alternative to Equation (2), the following Equations can be used, depending on
the incident wave angle:

• Equation (3)—defining nT oblique(15–30) as a function of Rc/Hs and Sop, where nT oblique(15–30)
is the Manning coefficient for a tetrapod armour layer for wave attack between 15◦

and 30◦, based on the data from wave climate 1.
• Equation (4)—defining nT oblique(30–50) as a function of Rc/Hs and Sop, where nT oblique(30–50)

is the Manning coefficient for a tetrapod armour layer for wave attack between 30◦

and 50◦, based on the data from wave climate 2.
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Table 3. Cases chosen for SWASH simulations for Profile-T with wave characteristics from the three
storms. Separation of cases for the tetrapod profile for wave climate 1 (framed) and wave climate 2
(not framed).

Case No Date and Time Rc/Hs Sop Hs (m) Tp (s) SWL (m) Incident Wave
Angle β (◦)

1 16 December 2019. 05:00 1.00 0.03 5.57 16.69 3.50 23.00
2 16 December 2019. 06:00 1.10 0.03 5.23 16.69 3.41 23.00
3 20 December 2019. 06:00 1.10 0.05 6.02 13.64 2.35 45.00
4 20 December 2019. 20:00 1.10 0.04 5.83 13.64 3.06 42.00
5 19 December 2019. 18:00 1.20 0.05 5.43 12.33 2.39 49.00
6 21 December 2019. 07:00 1.20 0.04 5.64 13.64 2.21 45.00
7 16 December 2019. 17:00 1.20 0.03 4.81 16.69 3.21 21.00
8 22 December 2019. 12:00 1.20 0.03 4.84 16.69 3.03 32.00
9 21 December 2019. 14:00 1.40 0.05 5.10 12.33 2.06 32.00

10 21 December 2019. 13:00 1.40 0.04 4.70 12.33 2.49 34.00
11 17 December 2019. 04:00 1.40 0.03 4.27 15.09 2.92 18.00
12 22 December 2019. 22:00 1.40 0.03 4.53 16.69 2.53 30.00
13 21 December 2019. 20:00 1.50 0.04 4.51 13.64 2.14 35.00
14 15 December 2019. 22:00 1.50 0.03 5.02 16.69 1.25 27.00
15 16 December 2019. 07:00 1.50 0.02 3.96 16.69 3.06 25.00
16 15 December 2019. 14:00 1.60 0.03 4.11 15.09 2.35 27.00
17 16 December 2019. 15:00 1.60 0.02 3.93 16.69 2.54 23.00
18 15 December 2019. 15:00 1.70 0.03 3.66 15.09 2.80 26.00
19 17 December 2019. 08:00 1.70 0.02 3.56 15.09 2.83 21.00
20 23 December 2019. 00:00 1.70 0.02 3.53 16.69 3.06 31.00
21 15 December 2019. 03:00 1.80 0.03 3.28 13.64 3.15 29.00
22 15 December 2019. 06:00 1.80 0.02 3.24 13.64 3.07 30.00
23 23 December 2019. 03:00 1.90 0.03 3.63 15.09 2.14 30.00
24 18 December 2019. 06:00 1.90 0.02 3.07 13.64 3.08 42.00

3. Results
3.1. Profile-A

For Profile-A, the mean overtopping discharge simulated by SWASH was, in gen-
eral, in agreement with the values obtained by NN_OVERTOPPING2 (see Appendix A,
Table A1). Only a limited number of cases were found where the discharge computed
by SWASH was much lower than the one estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 (3, 43, 11
and 10 l/s/m for cases 13, 1, 11 and 5, respectively). However, it is important to note
that the overtopping discharges estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 ranged from 3 to
160 l/s/m (Appendix A, Table A1). The discrepancies between q simulated by SWASH and
q simulated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 yielded an RMSE of 12.11 l/s/m.

When confronting the calibrated Manning coefficients with the dimensionless num-
bers, an inverse correlation between the Manning coefficient and Rc/Hs and Sop was
observed, where the Manning coefficient increased when both parameters decreased
(Figure 4a). Similarly, the overtopping discharge tended to decrease with increasing Rc/Hs
for a specific Sop (Figure 4b).
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Based on these correlations, an empirical equation of the Manning coefficient for an
armour layer of antifer cubes as a function of Rc/Hs and Sop was developed for wave attack
angles smaller than 15◦. The equation of the Manning coefficient nA (s/m1/3)) was given
as follows:

nA = a1 + a2 × Rc/Hs + a3 × Sop + a4 × (Rc/Hs)2 + a5 × Rc/Hs × Sop + a6 × Sop
2 + a7 × (Rc/Hs)3

+ a8 × (Rc/Hs)2 × Sop + a9 × Rc/Hs × Sop
2 + a10 × Sop

3 (1)

where a1 = 1.149; a2 = −1.402; a3 = −22.96; a4 = 0.5556; a5 = 22.77; a6 = 166.5; a7 = −0.0453;
a8 = −8.814; a9 = 73.37; a10 = −3105.

The range of application for Equation (1) was between 1.1 and 2.1 for Rc/Hs and
between 0.02 and 0.05 for Sop (see Appendix B, Figure A1). The Manning coefficients
calculated with the equation showed good agreement with the Manning coefficients that
were calibrated in the previous sections for each case (Figure 5). According to these results,
RMSE between the 14 calibrated and calculated Manning coefficients was 0.002 s/(m1/3).
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Figure 5. Profile-A. Comparison of calibrated Manning coefficients (s/(m1/3)) with the ones calculated
with Equation (1).

When the calculated Manning coefficient was used to simulate the overtopping dis-
charge with SWASH for the 14 cases considered for Profile-A, only slight deviations in q
with respect to the values obtained with a calibrated Manning coefficient were observed
(Figure 6a). In fact, in most of the cases, nA calibrated and nA calculated were equal and
therefore resulted in the same value for q. For the cases where the calculated Manning coef-
ficient did not fully agree with the calibrated Manning coefficient, the differences in q did
not exceed 3 l/s/m in most cases. Only case 3, 6 and 7 showed larger differences in q of 5.1,
9.1 and 4 l/s/m, respectively. When q obtained with the calculated Manning simulations
was compared with the values of NN_OVERTOPPING2, the differences were larger. For
instance, cases 1, 5 and 11 showed deviations in q of >10 l/s/m and case 6 differed in about
9 l/s/m (Figure 6b), while the maximum discharge estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2
was 160 l/s/m. The RMSE between q simulated by SWASH using the calculated Man-
ning coefficient and calibrated Manning coefficient was 3.13 l/s/m. In comparison, the
RMSE between q simulated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 and q simulated by SWASH using
the calculated Manning coefficient was 12.48 l/s/m.
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Figure 6. Profile-A. Comparison of q estimated by SWASH using the calculated Manning coefficient
by Equation (1) with q estimated by SWASH using the calibrated coefficient (a) and with q estimated
by NN_OVERTOPPING2 (b).

3.2. Profile-T

After calibration, the estimations of mean overtopping discharge by SWASH for Profile-
T fairly matched the ones obtained by NN_OVERTOPPING2 in most of the 24 cases (see
Appendix A, Table A2), that had values ranging from 0.13 to 59 l/s/m. For most cases, the
difference between q simulated by SWASH and by NN_OVERTOPPING2 did not exceed
3 l/s/m. For a few cases (8, 15, 20), however, q computed by SWASH was much lower
than the one estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 (with deviations up to 44 l/s/m). For
those cases, during the calibration process, the Manning coefficient could not be decreased
further to improve the result for q as it had already reached the established lower limit of
0.02 s/(m1/3). The remaining cases showed a maximum difference of 3 l/s/m. The RMSE
between q simulated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 and by SWASH was of 10.49 l/s/m.

For the development of the Manning coefficient expression, no clear correlation be-
tween the Manning coefficient and Sop or Rc/Hs was found for the 24 cases simulated with
incident wave angles higher than 15◦ (Figure 7a). However, an inverse relation between
q and Rc/Hs could be observed, where for a specific wave steepness, q decreased with
increasing Rc/Hs (Figure 7b).
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During these storms, the incident wave angle was related with Sop (Figure 8). Cases
with high incident waves angles (low cos(β)) had mostly higher values of wave steepness,
while cases with lower incident wave angles tended to have a lower steepness.
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Thus, three empirical equations of the Manning coefficient for an armour layer of
tetrapods were developed: Equation (2), based on all 24 cases and accounting for the oblique
wave attack between 15◦ and 50◦, was developed as a function of the dimensionless crest
freeboard Rc/Hs and cos(β). Since the latter was highly related to the wave steepness, Sop
was not included in the equation and the cosine of the incident wave angle was considered
as it displayed higher variability than wave steepness (only four values). This higher
variability contributed to the development of the empirical equation. In order to investigate
whether the calculated Manning coefficients could achieve a better agreement with the
calibrated Manning coefficients when the test cases are separated into two different wave
climates, two more equations were developed that can be used alternatively. Equation (3)
was based on the 12 simulations of wave climate 1 and accounted for β between 15◦ and
30◦, and Equation (4) was based on the 12 simulations of wave climate 2 and accounted for
β between 30◦ and 50◦. Both equations were developed as a function of wave steepness
and the dimensionless crest freeboard. The equations of the Manning coefficients nT oblique,
nT oblique(15–30) and nT oblique(30–50) (s/(m1/3)) were given as follows:

nT oblique = a1 + a2 × Rc/Hs + a3 × cos(β) + a4 × (Rc/Hs)2 + a5 × Rc/Hs × cos(β) + a6 × cos(β)2 (2)

where a1 = 1.655; a2 = −0.738; a3 = −2.827; a4 = 0.3895; a5 = −0.4065; a6 = 2.114

nT oblique(15-30) = a1 + a2 × Rc/Hs + a3 × Sop + a4 × (Rc/Hs)2 + a5 × Rc/Hs × Sop + a6 × (Rc/Hs)3 + a7 ×
(Rc/Hs)2 × Sop

(3)

with a1 = −12.96; a2 = 15.26; a3 = 460.3; a4 = −4.398; a5 = −548.2; a6 = −0.03234;
a7 = 162.9

nT oblique (30-50) = a1 + a2 × Rc/Hs + a3 × Sop + a4 × (Rc/Hs)2 + a5 × Rc/Hs × Sop + a6 × Sop2 + a7 × (Rc/Hs)3

+ a8 × (Rc/Hs)2 × Sop + a9 × Rc/Hs ×Sop2 + a10 × Sop3 (4)

being a1 = 2.617; a2 = −11.47; a3 = 188.8; a4 = 7.496; a5 = 66.13; a6 = −5562; a7 = −1.312;
a8 = −49.98; a9 = 686.7; a10 = 3.756 × 104.

As these equations were developed under different regimes—they have different
ranges of applicability (see Appendix B, Figure A2). While Equation (2) could be used for
Rc/Hs ranging between 1.0 and 1.9 and cos(β) ranging between 0.6 and 1.0, Equations (3)
and (4) had lower ranges of applicability. For the former, Rc/Hs was between 1.0 and 1.8
and Sop between 0.02 and 0.03, and for the latter, Rc/Hs varied between 1.1 and 1.9 and Sop
between 0.02 and 0.05.

The Manning coefficients that were calculated with Equation (2) showed differences
from the calibrated Manning coefficients. While a few values were close or equal, others
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differed by 0.02 s/(m1/3) or more (Figure 9a). The RMSE between the 24 calibrated nT and
calculated nT oblique was 0.02 s/(m1/3), with the largest discrepancies shown in the lowest
values. When separating in wave climates, Equation (3) showed better skills to predict
the calibrated Manning coefficients than the coefficients obtained for the same cases by
Equation 2 (Figure 9b). A RMSE of 0.012 s/(m1/3) was found between the calibrated and
calculated Manning coefficients with Equation (3). The calculated Manning coefficients
obtained with Equation (4) also showed a good agreement with the calibrated Manning co-
efficients (Figure 9c). The RMSE calculated between the calibrated and calculated Manning
coefficients with Equation (4) was 0.006 s/(m1/3) exhibiting the lowest value among the
three derived equations.
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Figure 9. Comparison of calibrated Manning coefficients (s/(m1/3)) with the ones calculated with
Equations (2) (a), (3) (b) and (4) (c).

To verify the performance of Equations (2)–(4), the calculated Manning coefficients
were applied to simulate overtopping discharges with the SWASH model for the same cases
considered during the calibration phase. When comparing the overtopping discharges
computed with the calibrated (nT calibrated) and the calculated (nT oblique) Manning coeffi-
cients by Equation (2), it was found that for the cases of lower discharge, q simulated with
nT oblique was generally overestimated when compared to q simulated with nT calibrated
(Figure 10a). The RMSE between q simulated by SWASH with the calibrated Manning coef-
ficients and with the calculated Manning coefficients was 1.53 l/s/m. Furthermore, it could
be seen that q simulated with nT oblique showed slightly larger deviations when compared
to the values given by NN_OVERTOPPING2. Generally, overtopping was overestimated
in the range of lower discharges, and underestimated in the range of higher discharges
(Figure 10b). The RMSE between q simulated by SWASH with nT oblique and q computed by
NN_OVERTOPPING was 10.62 l/s/m.
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Equation 2 with (a) q estimated by SWASH using the calibrated coefficient and (b) with q estimated
by NN_OVERTOPPING2.
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The overtopping discharges obtained with the calculated Manning coefficient from
Equation (3) (nT oblique(15–30)) showed a close fit with nT calibrated (RMSE 1.3 l/s/m)
(Figure 11a). In fact, only one case (case 2 in Table 3) resulted in an important devia-
tion (4 l/s/m), while the rest showed deviations of less than 2 l/s/m. The comparison of
q computed by NN_OVERTOPPING2 and SWASH with the nT oblique(15–30) revealed that
both discharges were similar (Figure 11b). Only one case showed a difference of 12 l/s/m
(case 15). The RMSE between q estimated by SWASH with the calculated Manning coef-
ficients and the q of NN_OVERTOPPING2 was 6.28 l/s/m. Regarding Equation (4), the
results for q obtained by the simulations with nT oblique(30–50) matched closely the discharge
obtained with nT calibrated (RMSE = 0.59 l/s/m) (Figure 11c). The discharges for this
wave climate were generally low (most cases had discharges of < 1 l/s/m). The highest
deviation found between q simulated with a calibrated Manning and q simulated with
a calculated Manning was of 1.9 l/s/m. Comparing the SWASH simulated discharges
with nT oblique(30–50), with the values of NN_OVERTOPPING2, a larger RMSE was found
(13.46 l/s/m) (Figure 11d). The two cases that were responsible for this large error were
cases 8 and 20 in Table 3, with discharges of 60 and 26 l/s/m, respectively, where SWASH
showed deviations of 45 and 13 l/s/m in regard to q computed by NN_OVERTOPPING2.
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Figure 11. Comparison of q estimated by SWASH using nT oblique(15–30) with (a) q estimated by SWASH
using the nT calibrated and with (b) q estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2, and of q estimated by
SWASH using nT oblique(30–50) with (c) q estimated by SWASH using nT calibrated and with (d) q
estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2.

4. Discussion

The overtopping simulations at Ericeira harbour demonstrated that the SWASH model
is capable of providing similar results as the neural network tool NN_OVERTOPPING2
when the value for bottom friction of the armour layer is calibrated, even for different profile
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morphologies and typologies. However, in some cases where the Manning coefficient was
limited to 0.02 s/(m1/3), the discharge was lower in the SWASH simulations than in the
NN_OVERTOPPING2 tool. A similar issue was observed by [30], who found that the
model clearly underestimated the overtopping discharge for complex structure types. They
suggested that the velocity of overtopped water masses is underestimated because the
velocity differences in front of the structure between bottom and surface were not well
described by the model in simulations with one vertical layer. Furthermore, previous
studies have shown that the accuracy of the SWASH model can depend on the model
settings. For example, according to [17], the estimation of mean overtopping discharge
appears to be sensitive to the non-dimensional parameter L/dx (wavelength at the toe
of the structure over grid size). Based on calculations performed by [31], however, this
sensitivity could not be confirmed (Appendix C, Figures A3 and A4).

In addition, for the evaluation of the performance of SWASH, it must be recalled
that the results obtained by SWASH were not validated with real data, but with another
tool for the estimation of overtopping. In order to confirm if it is indeed the SWASH
model that underpredicts, or possibly NN_OVERTOPPING2 that overpredicts, real data
are necessary to compare the results and draw a conclusion. While the neural network is a
commonly used tool to perform the overtopping predictions, the SWASH model shows
some advantages in the use for operational systems like HIDRALERTA, as mentioned
in Section 1, namely the capability to estimate the flood extension or the flooded area
by implementing a 2D model. Especially for studies where the wave propagation plays
an important role, SWASH, in contrast to NN_OVERTOPPING2, is able to extract wave
characteristics travelling through the domain at any given point.

During the model calibration for Profile-A, a RMSE of 12.11 l/s/m was obtained between
the simulated mean overtopping discharge by SWASH and the one by NN_OVERTOPPING2.
It must be noted here, however, that the discharges computed by NN_OVERTOPPING2
were generally very high (maximum discharge 160 l/s/m). The impact of the inaccuracy
of q predictions depends on the kind of receptor that is considered in the Early Warning
System. An overtopping discharge of 3 l/s/m may not cause severe erosion or damage at
the structure but can be harmful for pedestrians.

The model calibration for Profile-T included a large variety of cases with different
wave characteristics, but the values for q estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 could be
matched closely in most cases by SWASH. The RMSE between the values of both mod-
els was 10.49 l/s/m, although as observed at Profile-A, only a few cases, where q was
underestimated by SWASH by > 10 l/s/m, were responsible for this high error.

For the development of the Manning coefficient expressions, the results partially
confirmed the findings of [21], who found a correlation between the Manning coefficient,
Rc/Hs and Sop. However, this correlation could only be observed when the angle of wave
attack was considered. At this point, it must be noted that the work of [21] was performed
under controlled conditions, while in this study, real storm events were used, which makes
the model calibration more demanding. The fact that the simulations not only included
large ranges of wave periods and wave heights, but also incident wave angles between
15◦ and 50◦ degrees can make it difficult to find these relations between Rc/Hs and Sop.
Many studies have shown that wave obliquity has an impact on overtopping estimation
(e.g., [16,29]). As the developed expressions are based exclusively on the wave conditions
during real storm events in Ericeira, the ranges of applicability presented in Appendix B
are of great importance to the use of these expressions. Once the input conditions for the
SWASH model lie outside of these ranges, the expressions will not produce reliable results
and are therefore not applicable.

Due to the relatively high root-mean-square error of the overtopping simulations
based on Equation (2), the simulated cases were analysed and separated into two dif-
ferent wave conditions according to their wave characteristics. Thus, it was possible to
investigate whether also the behaviour of the Manning coefficient was related to these
wave characteristics.
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The equations that resulted from the separation of the simulations of this profile
resulted in very small errors for the calculation of the Manning coefficient in comparison to
the ones obtained by Equation (2). At this point, it must be noted that the relevance of the
RMSE error estimations reduces, once the number of calibration data and the amount of
coefficients in the expression become similar, as in Equations (3) and (4), which are based
on only a few test cases. The reduction in RMSE was 0.008 s/(m1/3) for Equation (3) and
0.014 s/(m1/3) for Equation (4). This showed that, by dividing the cases according to their
wave direction and characteristics, the performance of the equations could be improved
but will have to be validated with more data in future studies. Although each equation
consequently had a smaller range of applicability, their combined use can overcome this
constraint. This indicates that there might not only be a correlation between the Manning
coefficient, Rc/Hs and Sop, but also a possible dependency of the Manning coefficient on
the incident wave angle. This dependency can be explained by the fact that an oblique
wave attack reduces the overtopping discharge estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 and
the way that the calibrated SWASH model can replicate this is with an increased Manning
friction coefficient, causing a decrease in overtopping discharge. Overall it can be said
that these findings suggest to implement Equation (3) and (4), rather than Equation (2), as
they showed a better performance with smaller errors and will most likely deliver more
reliable results.

For the implementation of SWASH into an operational system like HIDRALERTA,
the model run time has to be considered. The simulations were performed on a Win-
dows operating system with Intel Core i5-1035G1 (CPU 1,0 GHz, 4 cores). SWASH
was run serial, using one processor, and took approximately 10 min for each simulation.
NN_OVERTOPPING2, however, shows a lower model run time of only a few seconds.

5. Conclusions

This study was conducted to investigate the capabilities of SWASH to be integrated
into the HIDRALERTA Early Warning System by calibrating two one-dimensional models
for storm conditions at the Ericeira harbour prototype and developing an expression for
the definition of the Manning coefficient of different armour layers of the breakwater based
on the sea wave conditions.

The calibration of the one-dimensional model for Profile-A (antifer cubes) and Profile-
T (tetrapods) for the Ericeira harbour demonstrated that, in this study, the SWASH model
performance for the estimation of mean overtopping discharge is strongly governed by the
Manning coefficient. With a calibrated Manning coefficient, the model is capable of provid-
ing similar results than with NN_OVERTOPPING2 at a low computational effort. Never-
theless, in some cases, the SWASH model still underpredicted the overtopping discharge.

The simulations revealed that the variables Rc/Hs and Sop, which were considered
in this study, are important variables defining the Manning coefficient and that, for the
development of an expression for the Manning coefficient, the angle of wave attack must be
considered. Thus, the incident wave angles must be included as an independent variable
in the formula in the form of the cosine of the incident angle. Alternatively, the simulations
that are used to develop the Manning coefficient expressions can be separated, based
on their incident wave angles. Therefore, it is possible to account for wave obliquity
as it cannot specifically be included in one-dimensional simulations in SWASH. For the
implementation into HIDRALERTA, the ranges of application of the developed expression
are fundamental, as they will not produce reliable results in situations where the values
of the wave conditions lie outside of these ranges. In those cases, the results for mean
overtopping discharge will solely be based on the estimations by NN_OVERTOPPING2.

As a final conclusion and in the framework of this study, it can be said that the SWASH
model is capable of providing reasonable results and it has the potential to be implemented
in the Early Warning System HIDRALERTA. However, the type of receptor that is consid-
ered in the risk assessment plays an important role when assessing the performance of the
SWASH model for the Ericeira prototype. The discrepancies of simulated mean overtop-
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ping discharge with the ones estimated by NN_OVERTOPPING2 are significant in the case
of a risk assessment for pedestrians and have to be improved if the SWASH model was to
be implemented in HIDRALERTA. Generally, after calibration, SWASH mostly delivers
reliable results at a low computational cost (for its one-dimensional version). Nevertheless,
in order to make a final statement on the performance of SWASH, the results have to be
compared against field data. In addition, SWASH is capable of modelling the wave propa-
gation as well as the overtopping process, allowing for a future definition of the extension
of the flooded area, which cannot be accomplished with tools like NN_OVERTOPPING2.
The development of expressions to seamlessly calculate the Manning coefficient helped to
build the frame for the SWASH implementation in HIDRALERTA system as an alternative
to the neural network NN_OVERTOPPING2.
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Appendix A

Results for mean overtopping discharge obtained by NN_OVERTOPPING2 and by
SWASH and values of the calibrated Manning coefficients

Table A1. Estimated overtopping Profile-A.

Case No q (l/s/m)
NN_OVERTOPPING2 q (l/s/m) SWASH Manning Coefficient

Calibrated (s/(m1/3))

1 160.42 117.91 0.02
2 59.64 60.14 0.07
3 50.33 52.34 0.07
4 57.42 58.50 0.08
5 70.88 59.72 0.02
6 52.72 53.20 0.06
7 52.37 52.11 0.04
8 33.38 33.24 0.06
9 25.19 25.14 0.04
10 26.85 27.02 0.05
11 19.01 8.60 0.02
12 9.61 9.62 0.03
13 6.49 3.74 0.02
14 3.26 3.18 0.06
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Table A2. Estimated overtopping Profile-T.

Case No q (l/s/m)
NN_OVERTOPPING2 q (l/s/m) SWASH Manning Coefficient

Calibrated (s/(m1/3))

1 20.14 20.14 0.12
2 22.74 20.52 0.10
3 0.54 0.46 0.05
4 0.88 0.91 0.08
5 0.31 0.31 0.05
6 0.28 0.30 0.05
7 38.26 38.64 0.08
8 59.93 15.33 0.02
9 0.21 0.13 0.02
10 0.65 0.63 0.05
11 7.58 7.60 0.07
12 4.09 3.60 0.03
13 0.33 0.28 0.02
14 0.17 0.14 0.06
15 37.48 15.94 0.02
16 0.15 0.10 0.05
17 2.26 2.34 0.06
18 0.68 0.64 0.12
19 0.90 0.88 0.11
20 26.44 13.14 0.02
21 0.16 0.19 0.10
22 0.20 0.22 0.10
23 0.13 0.25 0.10
24 0.16 0.18 0.17

Appendix B

Ranges of application for the developed equations.
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